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What is BITCOIN ALIGO

I hope to be a member of the BITCOIN ALIGO family.
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Our BITCOIN ALIGO Foundation is launching BITCOIN ALIGO, thanks to the popularity of 

Bitcoin. On the side of our thinking and using money, it is expressed as a meaning of economi

cs. It focuses on structuring the ecological structure into the game to drive the popularization 

of BITCOIN ALIGO. 

You can buy NFT cards with BRC-20 tokens, and you will use those cards to play games, mini

ng and various interesting elements and game structure. Go beyond simple games and pursue 

reality games by incorporating the real world into the game. 
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Currency name BITCOIN ALIGO 

Initial ALG 

Total Issue 400,000,000,000 

Type BRC-20 

Total Issue 400,000,000,000 ALG 

Presale 200,000,000,000 ALG 

Marketing 10,000,000,000 ALG 

Road visitor 10,000,000,000 ALG 

Ali Foundation 40,000,000,000 ALG 

Mining 140,000,000,000 ALG 

Coin information and distribution
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BITCOIN ALIGO ROAD MAP

Sell 

Presale Marketing Load Visor Ali Foundation Mining 

50%

35%

10%

2.5% 2.5%
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BITCOIN ALIGO ROAD MAP 

Concept

Concept Generation

Team Assemble

1Q 

2Q Research

Proving the concept can work

 

2022

2023

Design

Platform design and technical demonstration

Building the MVP

1Q 

2Q Pre-Sale

Public financing & Seed funding raised  
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BITCOIN ALIGO ROAD MAP 

Opening 3Q 

4Q NFT card making 

Introduction to Reality Games 

Listing 

BITCOIN ALIGO Reality Game Position 

 

2024

2025

Promoting global contracts 

Expand further partnerships 

1Q 

2Q Announcement of additional roadmap plan

3Q Publish the main network
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 The collection of Mainkun cats and Lusan sheep has adopted a POS approach through col

laboration, and the foundation is fully supportive. 

 Reality games have already structured the ecosystem of playing games and doing things, 

so they can prove the value of many assets. 

 Mainkun NFT cards will receive random payments among more than 100 cards, and ran

dom cards are designed to be stronger through levels. The card is set to suit each feature 

and in reality games it will be connected to the account. You need this card to enter Meta

bus World. To purchase the card, you must purchase the BITCOIN ALIGO token! 

NFT card collection 

Welcome to our reality world. You will experience the metaverse world through a world of 

unique reality. 

My NFT Card Show: In the reality world, you can see how powerful and rare your opponen

t's NFT card is. Show everyone my NFT card! 

 In the reality world, you can go to the hunting ground in the village and earn points by 

hunting items and mining. Run to the reality world! 

 Snatch my NFT card and the other party's NFT card through the war game. You can pla

y the war game with anyone, and the NFT cards you learn through the war can also be s

old in the market on the platform. Waging war with many people! 

 Buy various NFT cards through the purchase of BITCOIN ALIGO Rare NFT cards may f

all into my hands. 

Introduction to NFT Card
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 The collection of Mainkun cats and Lusan sheep has adopted a POS approach through coll

aboration, and the foundation is fully supportive. 

 Reality games have already structured the ecosystem of playing games and doing things, s

o they can prove the value of many assets. 

 Mainkun NFT cards will receive random payments among more than 100 cards, and rando

m cards are designed to be stronger through levels. The card is set to suit each feature and 

in reality games it will be connected to the account. You need this card to enter Metabus W

orld. To purchase the card, you must purchase the BITCOIN ALIGO token! 

Coin information and distribution and purchase 
of NFT cards 

Welcome to our reality world. You will experience the metaverse world through a world of uni

que reality. 

My NFT Card Show: In the reality world, you can see how powerful and rare your opponent's 

NFT card is. Show everyone my NFT card! 

 In the reality world, you can go to the hunting ground in the village and earn points by hun

ting items and mining. Run to the reality world! 

 Snatch my NFT card and the other party's NFT card through the war game. You can play th

e war game with anyone, and the NFT cards you learn through the war can also be sold in t

he market on the platform. Waging war with many people! 

 Buy various NFT cards through the purchase of BITCOIN ALIGO Rare NFT cards may fall 

into my hands. 

 Background of the game-We conduct the game with a social background as the primary pu

rpose of gameplay. 

Buy NFT cards
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Register for Bitcoin Aligo Reality Zone with Nft Card When registering, enter Reality ZOON 
after setting the password 

Start by raising a Mekun cat! When you first start raising Mainkun cats, you need to raise the
m to make multiple connections to reality. Through the Happy Kun game, teach the Maine K
un cat education, hunting methods, feeding, games, etc., and let the Maine Kun cat enter the 
reality zone, and then join the Millennium Love Game Zone! 

This game is played for two purposes: fun and game imitation. 

Game story: Maine Kunkun cat Ali and Baba were adopted by a happy family when they were 
young, and they lived a happy life. Then one day, the demons and monsters appeared, and all 
happiness and peace were broken. 

Ali and Baba are involved in monster wars over the enemy against the evil group. Ali and Bab
a fight with all their strength, but eventually Baba is captured, Ali surrenders, and then faces 
a tragic death 

The monster's evil behavior has lasted for thousands of years since Baba, the cat girl, disappe
ared. In a blink of an eye, Ali died for thousands of years. One day, he couldn't forget Baba. E
ven though he died, Ali, who was full of resentment, finally became reincarnated. 

At the same time, Baba also survived a thousand years and was reincarnated. The reincarnat
ed Ali and Baba were reincarnated as cat-man warriors, and blood revenge began 

A thousand years later, the earth was destroyed by monsters, and it was a barren land that co
uld not be lived 

Ali and Baba fight and fight again to execute the body and music group who do not know eac
h other's whereabouts. 

The characters in this game are male Mainkun cat Ali and female Mainkun cat Baba, and Ali 
and Baba reincarnated Catwoman and Catman as the protagonists. The curtain of this game 
has come to an end, and many other types of cats have appeared. 

 

Game story
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One of the ways for ordinary coin holders to obtain BITCOIN ALIGO coins is to mine BITCOIN 
ALIGO coins. In fact, the BITCOIN ALIGO coin is a form of coin that is mined and issued. How
ever, some of the total issuance volume is distributed to participants in the form of mining. In f
act, the mining supported by the BITCOIN ALIGO coin platform is not carried out in the form o
f general work certificates. BITCOIN ALIGO coin mining is carried out through the BITCOIN A
LIGO coin mining APPLICATION installed by users using the platform on their tablet compute
rs. At this time, users can perform certain activities within the installed application to prove the 
behavior of mining, and through the continuity of these behaviors, coins will be paid at a value 
proportional to the mining time. This mining method is like a work proof method called POW, 
because the behavior time itself in the mining application is regarded as a work behavior, so it c
an be called ProofOstake (POT). BITCOIN ALIGO COIN is mined in the form of POS to increas
e the time of activity in the app of BITCOIN ALIGO COIN APPLICATION users and induce the
m to take certain actions that they need continuously. Of course, the reward for the POS will be 
the BITCOIN ALIGO coin, and due to the limit on the number of coins mined, the amount mine
d for the same behavior time will also be adjusted after a half-life. 

Mining App 

Mining
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BITCOIN ALIGO is not a security and does not represent ownership. Therefore, the content of t
his white paper is not used for financial promotion purposes. We will operate BITCOIN ALIGO 
COIN in accordance with the plan based on the contents described in the White Paper (develop
ment changes may apply based on objective and reasonable decisions). Please fully understand 
and agree on the following. 

1. BITCOIN ALIGO coin does not constitute a securities in any jurisdiction. 

2. All contents of this white paper shall not be used in any form to induce investment activities 
or as an invitation. 

3. The content of this white paper shall not be interpreted and understood at will. (Including BI
TCOIN ALIGO coin, related platforms) 

4. All information contained in this White Paper and any current or future announcements fro
m BITCOIN ALIGO COIN shall not be construed as any form of interest or security of interest, 
regardless of the time of occurrence. 

5. Acknowledges that there are risks associated with cryptocurrencies, including large price fluc
tuations, unique risks in the cryptocurrency market, and other risks, including financial losses. 

6. There may be risks related to the operation of the BITCOIN ALIGO coin business and the sal
e of cryptocurrencies. 

7. The Bitcoin ALIGO coin business is currently under development and may change before an
d after launch. 

8. I acknowledge that BITCOIN ALIGO COIN can send you an email from time to time. And the
se e-mail notifications do not require your confidential information. Therefore, there is a possi
bility of access to fraud, phishing attempts and malicious intent in relation to this. Please do no
t respond to informal inquiries. 

9. BITCOIN ALIGO COIN may not guarantee the operating period of the BITCOIN ALIGO COI
N business. The BITCOIN ALIGO coin business can be discontinued for a variety of reasons, su
ch as lack of public interest or lack of funds for solution development. 

10. The holder of BITCOIN ALIGO coin does not mean that he owns any securities or shares in 
BITCOIN ALIGO coin. In order to prevent mutual interests and disputes between you and the 
BITCOIN ALIGO coin distributor, please clearly understand and agree to the above legal exem
ption clause. 

Disclaimer
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, enim deseruisse 

quaerendum et pri, saepe labores recusabo vix 

et. Quo reque quando ex 

Thank you


